2015 Kevin J. Brunelle Astrophotography Contest
15 photographers
91 images
Atmospheric

10 photographers
20 images
Matt Dieterich - Lenticular Clouds over Mt. Rainier
Laura Quinn - Pittsburgh Clouds
Mike Christeson - Angelic Cloud
Diane Yorkshire - Mountain Rainbow - Denali
Mike Christeson - double rainbow
Eric Fischer - Feathery Sundog
Frank Wielgus - Scenic Sun and Sundog
Eric Fischer - Solitary Ray Over Mingo
Diane Yorkshire - Sitka Sunset
Diane Yorkshire - Sunset - Inside Passage
Len Marraccini - Atlantic Dawn
Len Marraccini - Dawn's early rays
Mike Christeson - Flowing river Sun Set
Diane Yorkshire - Moon over Glacier Bay
Julie Yorkshire - The Eclipse Begins from 35000 feet
Stellar

9 photographers
19 images
Matt Dieterich - Aurora and Milky Way over Mt. Rainier
Alexis Kwasinski - Pleiades and comet C2014 Q2 Lovejoy
Matt Dieterich - Perseid Meteors and Milky Way over Mt. Rainier
Chris Boretzky - Orion Constellation with M42
Mike Christeson- Good Morning Orion
Mark McConaughy - Albireo Double Star
Mark Arelt - Nocturnal Whirl
Alexis Kwasinski - Milky Way Meteor
two satellites and green and purple airglow
Len Marraccini - Milky Way over Bodie Island
Nathan Brandt - Milky Way Star Party
Frank Wielgus - Brocchi's Cluster
Nathan Brandt - Cluster NGC 7686
Mark McConaughy - M13 Globular Cluster
Frank Wielgus - Stephenson 1 Open Cluster
Mark Arelt - The Guys in The Sky Go
By
Matt Dieterich - Star Trails and Aurora over Mt. Rainier
Lunar / Planetary / Solar

12 photographers

29 images
Chris Boretzky - Jupiter in April with Three Galilean Moons
Alexis Kwasinski - Comet C2014 Q2
Lovejoy 1
Nathan Brandt - Comet Lovejoy 2
Matt Dieterich - Comet Lovejoy 3
Rich McLaughlin - Venus and Jupiter in good hands
Mike Christeson - Oct 16 morning
alignment of planets
Rich McLaughlin - Moon and Venus
Chris Boretzky - Cloudy Conjunction of Venus and the Moon with Earthshine
Mike Christeson - Planets arranged in size Oct 20 (2)
Conjunction of the Moon, Mars, and Venus
Mark Arelt - Aphrodite, Zeus and some wives
Laura Quinn - Venus And Mars
Rich McLaughlin - Venus
Chris Boretzky - Saturn in July
Mark McConaughey - Moon taken with Hand Held iPhone camera held up to eyepiece
Chris Boretzky - Copernicus Lunar Impact Crater during Waxing Gibbous
Ken Coles - Moon August First Quarter
Laura Quinn - Moon
Nathan Brandt - Lunar Eclipse Through the Clouds
Len Marraccini - A small step started here
Mike Christeson - reach for the moon
Mike Christeson - Venus & Moon in day at 2 Degree
Mark Arelt - Long Grass Moon
Mark Arelt - A Plage on Thee!
Nebula

6 photographers
18 images
Frank Wielgus - Cederblad 214
Alexis Kwasinski - Trifid Nebula 2
Mark McConaughy - M27 Dumbbell Nebula
Nathan Brandt - Pillars of Creation
Close Up
Matt Dieterich - Trifid Nebula 1
Mark Arelt - The Veil
Matt Dieterich - Shark Nebula
Nathan Brandt - SH2-155 The Cave
Matt Dieterich - North American Nebula
Frank Wielgus - Sharpless 108
Mark McConaughy - M57 Ring Nebula
Galaxy

3 photographers
5 images
Nathan Brandt - NGC7331 & Stephan's Quintet
Frank Wielgus - The Great Andromeda Galaxy
Frank Wielgus - The Box Galaxy Group
Matt Dieterich - Andromeda Galaxy
Frank Wielgus - Virgo Butterfly Galaxies